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TECHNOLOGY I SAFETY 
Think twice before throwing out old computers 
By JESSICA LEGGIN 
Campus Editor 
As technology emerges, brand 
new, innovative computers equipped 
with programs to do almost anything 
known to man are replacing old com-
puters. 
"The information remains in the hard disk 
until new information is recorded on top 
of the file:' 
ly taken the disks out of their person-
al computers and tried to physically 
destroy them. 
"Whereas this might be entertain-
ing to do, you might be surprised by 
how hard it is to really destroy a hard 
disk," he said. 
Those who choose to throw away 
or sell old computers should probably 
think again. 
- Rigoberto Chinchilla, assistant professor of 
technology 
The disk inside the hard drive is a 
hard, polished metal platter inside a 
seal enclosure. 
Chatterji said if someone was des-
perate enough, they could take the 
"disk platter" out of its enclosure and 
have it sent to a disk recovery fuciliry, 
provided it was not bent or mutilat-
ed internally. 
Information such as banking 
passwords, credit card numbers and 
addresses can still be stored on the 
hard drive, making an old computer 
a hacker's paradise. 
Rigoberto Chinchilla, assistant 
professor of technology, said the hard 
disk of a computer does not lose the 
information when someone deletes a 
CAMPUS I PROJ ECTS 
file, even if the file is sent to the trash 
folder and deleted there after. 
"The information remains in the 
hard disk until new information is 
recorded on top of the file," he said. 
Chinchilla said as a minimum level 
of precaution the hard disk should be 
formatted and the software, including 
the operative system software, should 
be removed and reloaded. 
"Most people do not do it because 
the time issue and believe that delet-
ing the file is enough," he said. 
Chat Chatterji, assistant vice pres-
ident of Information Technology Ser-
vices, said some people have acmal-
"Many water and fire damaged 
disks have had their data recovered 
this way," he said. '1t's an expensive 
proposition and not one taken seri-
KAROLINA STRACK I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
President Bill Perry speaks about the proceeding of the proposed power plant meeting to a group of Charleston residents at the Neal Welcome 
Center on Jan. 13, 2008. The meeting allowed residents of Charleston, especially those closest to the proposed power plant on Rt. 130 to ask 
questions and address concerns that the power plant would bring to their neighborhood. A second meeting will take place at 6 p.m. today at the 
Charleston Carnegie Public Library. 
Residents will hear status of design 
suggestions made about energy center 
By EMILY ZULZ 
Associate News Editor 
President Bill Perry will present possible design and appearance chang-
es that could be made to the Renewable Energy Center to residents from 
6 to 8 p.m. today in the Charleston Carnegie Public Library, 712 Sixth 
St. 
Two weeks ago, Perry received suggestions related to the plant's aesthet-
ics from residents near the lllinois Route 130 location of the new plant. 
Perry said tonight's meeting will be a continuation of the previous 
meeting. 
He said he would update the community on the status of the specific 
suggestions made by residents. 
Perry will discuss the things the university can do and things the uni-
versity is considering. 
He said he would go down the list of suggestions one-by-one at the 
meeting and give its current level of consideration. 
Paul McCann, interim vice president for business affairs, said sugges-
tions from residents now being considered included ideas like what the 
building will look like and how tall the building will be. 
"We're going to try to limit the height of the building," McCann said. 
He said the university is also looking at the orientation of the center. 
"Does it help us, does it hurt us to move it one way or the other?" he 
said. "Does it make sense to, say, bring trucks off Edgar (Drive) compared 
to bringing them off (Rt.) 130? We're going to consider those types of 
. " tssues. 
Landscaping issues around the center are also being considered, 
McCann said. 
McCann said with having only a two-week time period between meet-
ings, the university cannot necessarily put dollar amounts to any of the 
suggestions. 
"If somebody says I really want it done in glass, that may be something 
that's just not economical for us to handle, and that's something that's 
going to have to be decided somewhere down the road," McCann said. 
» SEE CHANGES, PAGES 
ously by petty data thieves, but you 
should be aware that it can be done." 
Chinchilla said if smdents want 
a higher level of security then they 
should buy software that is special-
ly designed to delete the hard disk by 
writing zeros in the hard disk mem-
ory. 
"Paying $30 may be worthy if key 
personal information is stored in your 
computer," he said. 
Chinchilla said when it comes to 
security in general terms, most hack-
ing is done through social interac-
tions with other people and said a 
common sense approach should be 
followed when it is comes to their 
personal information. 
» SEE COMPUTER, PAGES 
CAMPUS I PROJ ECTS 
Energy 
centers 
located near 
campus 
buildings 
Eastern's plan similar 
to University 
South Carolina, 
Middlebury College 
By JOE ASTROUSKI 
City Editor 
While Eastern's proposed 
Renewable Energy Center is 
still in the public meetings pro-
cess, similar plants are already 
in place at colleges and univer-
sities around the country. 
Honeywell Internation-
al, the consulting firm that 
designed the proposed biomass 
gasification plant, has designed 
two similar plants, said compa-
ny spokesman Aaron Parker. 
" I found two other schools 
that are using technology sim-
ilar to what we are proposing 
at Eastern Illinois University," 
Parker said. "Those schools are 
Middlebury College in (Mid-
dlebury, Vt.) and the Uni-
versity of South Carolina (in 
Columbia, S.C.)." 
Unlike the proposed Eastern 
plant, which would be built 
near the Lakewood subdivision, 
those plants are surrounded by 
campus buildings, representa-
tives from both schools said. 
Some Lakewood residents 
said they fear the biomass plant 
would bring heavy truck traffic 
to deliver the woodchips that 
fuel the plant. 
Traffic has picked up in 
Middlebury from the college's 
new plant, said Jack Byrne, 
director of sustainability inte-
gration. 
"Yes, there is an increase in 
truck traffic," Byrne said. " It's 
certainly well within the capac-
ity of the roads." 
» SEE ENERGY, PAGES 
NEWS 
EIU WEATHER 
WEDNESDAY 
21°118° 
Mostly 
Cloudy 
NW 5-10 
CAMPUS I PHOTO OF THE DAY 
WEATHER BRIEF 
Flurries are possible today under mostly cloudy 
skies. Slight chance of flurries continue Thursday 
with a brief rise in daytime temperatures. Dry 
weekend ahead. 
For rurrent conditions visit EIU WeatherCenter at www.eiu.edu/-wearher 
let it snow 
ALYCIA ROCKEY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Snow falls down on Booth Library Tuesday night. An expected three to six inches of snow was supposed to accumu-
late Tuesday night. 
DENNEWS.COM I EXTENDED COVERAGE 
·Photo gallery- Dennews.com has added more photos to the photo gallery from the "Beyond 
Words: Museum of Oppression" event in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. The event continues today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK 
Contractors file liens against Perry's home 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA - Six construction 
companies have filed liens against 
actor-screenwriter Tyler Perry's 
home and movie studio, claiming 
they are owed thousands of dollars 
in unpaid bills. 
Fulton County court documents 
show the companies claim they are 
owed nearly $200,000 for work on 
Perry's 30,000-square-foot home 
and production studio in Atlanta. 
Perry told The Atlanta journal-
Constitution that he withheld pay-
ment from the companies for un-
documented charges or sloppy 
work. He told the newspaper he is 
being treated unfairly because he is 
a celebrity. 
''There's a Tyler Perry tax put on 
things," he said. 
One company, Multistone Com-
mercial Services, Inc., claims Perry 
owes $93,000 for stone and tile 
surfaces installed outside his man-
sion on the Chattaltoochee River 
in northwestern Atlanta. Carolina 
Lumber & Supply Co. claims Perry 
owes nearly $12,000 for work done 
on his multimillion-dollar TV and 
film studio, which opened in south-
western Atlanta in October with a 
star-studded gala. Officials with the 
companies that have filed liens say 
Perry should pay for the services he 
was provided. 
Perry, 39, is best known for his 
blockbuster first movie, "Diary of a 
Mad Black Woman" and its several 
spinoff sequels and hit TV show 
"Tyler Perry's House of Payne." 
Paramedic charged 
in Travolta extortion plot 
NASSAU, Bahamas - A para-
medic has been charged in an al-
leged plot to extort $25 million 
from John Travolta after his teenage 
son suffered a seizure and died at 
the family's home in the Bahamas. 
Magistrate Carolita Bethel says 
47 -year-old Tarino Lightbourne 
pleaded not guilty Monday to at-
tempting to extort and conspiracy 
to extort from the actor. Details of 
the alleged scheme have still not 
been made public. 
Prosecutor Bernard Turner is ob-
jecting to bail. He said police are 
looking for a "certain document" 
and believe they may not find it if 
Lightbourne is released. 
A Bahamian senator also accused 
of extortion has resigned and vowed 
to prove her innocence. Travolta's 
16-year-old son Jett died Jan 2. 
Springsteen announces 
tour to begin in April 
NEW YORK - Bmce Springs-
teen's Super Bowl performance will 
be a teaser for his upcoming world 
tour. 
It officially kicks off in San Jose, 
Calif., on April I. He's also headed 
to Europe, hitting countries like 
Spain and Sweden. 
The news comes on the day he 
releases his latest CD, "Working on 
a Dream." 
WHAT THE •.. I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS 
NYC woman denied job as bikini-clad barmaid sues 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - A woman who wanted a job as a 
bikini-dad barmaid at a New York City eatery said 
managers rejected her because she has a "Latin ac-
cent." 
Melody Morales has sued seeking unspecified 
damages and saying she applied 15 times for a job at 
the Hawaiian Tropic Zone restaurant and bar. 
She said managers always denied there were any 
openings even though other employees said there 
were. 
Her lawsuit said one manager told her her "Latin 
accent" would ruin his business. She said another 
told her "You don't speak white." 
Morales said she was born in New York to Do-
minican and Puerto Rican parents. And she said she 
looks good in a bikini. 
Representatives of the restaurant didn't immedi-
ately respond to calls seeking comment Tuesday. 
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UNIVERSITY BOARD EVENTS 
800·488·8828 
Dancing Day & Night • DJs 
Free Spring Break Model Search 
Calendar (1st 1,000 reservations) 
www.SandpiperBeacon.com 
WEDNESDAY@ 
$2.00 Wiskev Doubles 
$1.00 Jager Bombs 
p~NTHIA I»~ ~t-~ 
~ & oJ 
$1.75 Bud & Bud Light Bottles 25¢Wings 
Thursday night Mike and Joe LIVE 
RrJtjctf~ 
Now Renting 3 Bedroom 
Apartment for 2009 
Come see us at 1509 S. 2nd (behind Subway) 
•Central NC, Dishwasher, Furnished • 1.5 baths in each unit 
• Free Garage Parking, Assigned Spaces • Models Open 
Stop by or Call for Info & Appointments 345-0936 
See our coupon in Campus Special 
• • • 
UNIVERSITY I MEETING 
Senate debates fiscal issues 
Faculty members 
will not be at risk 
for layoffs 
By KYLE CLORE 
Staff Reporter 
As the financial crisis spreads 
across the United States, some 
hurt is being felt at Eastern. 
Faculty Senate members learned 
today many of the budget restric-
tions that are being faced by the 
university. 
Interim Budget Director Wil-
liam Weber spoke to the 13 mem-
bers in attendance about the 
responsibilities of his office and 
how the funds of the university 
are allocated. 
He addressed where possible 
cuts or drawbacks might be taken. 
Weber stressed it would be hard 
to determine how much, if any, 
might be asked for by the state, 
but it would probably not be more 
than the 8 percent that Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich asked for in Novem-
ber of last year. 
"I am hopeful that it will stay at 
2.5 percent, but hopefully it won't 
go (to 8 percent)," Weber said. 
During fiscal year 2009, the 
university received about $1.4 
million more than they did in fis-
cal year 2008. 
This money was not spent right 
away and is still available in the 
budget on reserve. 
"The fact that the budget office 
was smart enough to realize that 
there was this little bump in the 
general revenue and not just go 
out and spend it really helps," said 
Faculty Senate Chair John Pom-
mier. 
"Without this, there is no tell-
ing what kind of trouble that 
we might be in at the end of the 
year." 
The biggest question of the 
meeting, asked by Senator John 
Co it, was about the cutting of fac-
ulty positions to accommodate for 
budget loss. 
Weber replied there will not 
CAMPUS I EVENT 
ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Dan Nadler, vice president for student affairs, answers a question from Faculty Senate chair John Pommier, 
about the new Textbook Rental Service building at the Tuesday afternoon Faculty Senate meeting in Booth 
Library. Nadler presented artist renderings of the design for the new facility and provided information on new 
technology that will be used in the building, as well as answered questions about how students wi ll be able to 
better use the facility when it opens. 
be any need to cut jobs; however, 
the vacancies in departments may 
be kept open for longer periods of 
time. 
Rather, the administration is 
focusing on the deference of main-
tenance projects that may need to 
take place to reduce expenditures, 
as long as they are not vital to safe-
ty. 
Along with the budget, the sen-
ators heard a presentation by Dan 
Nadler, vice president for student 
affairs, and Carol Miller, depu-
ty director of Textbook Rental 
Services, about the new textbook 
rental service building. 
The building will be locat-
ed near Carman Hall on Edgar 
Drive. 
The current facility is in Pem-
berton Hall and is spread over 
three floors. 
Textbook Rental has been avail-
able to students since 1895. Stu-
dents save an average of $700 per 
year, Nadler said. 
The new facility will be 19,000 
square feet and will have state-of-
the-art equipment. 
The new equipment will elimi-
nate the use of the current paper-
work filled out for every student. 
Books will have radio frequen-
cy identification chips, which can 
be scanned to eliminate the occa-
sional transposing of numbers. 
A sorting system will aid in the 
check-out and check-in proce-
dures. 
Also, students will no longer 
have to stand outside in a tent 
waiting while a few students are 
allowed to enter. 
The new building will have 
plenty of room in its new waiting 
area located just inside the build-
ing. 
The bus route will be modified 
to make stops outside the building 
along with an addition of 50 park-
ing spots. 
The new technology along with 
the easy navigation of the new 
building will lower the cost of 
employing temporary civil service 
workers, Miller said. 
Nadler and Miller both said the 
opportunities for the students and 
student organizations that work 
during the rushes at the beginning 
and end of the semester would not 
be affected though. 
Kyle Clore can be reached at 581-
7942 or at DENnewsdesk@gmail.com. 
Tonight students can 1Speak or be spoken to' 
Freedom of speech 
forum to be similar 
to an Open Mic Night 
BY HEATHER HOLM 
Activities Editor 
Spoken word is returning to 
Eastern after a two-year hiatus. 
"Speak or be spoken to" will 
have a free-for-all atmosphere 
where performers can say anything 
they would like. The event will be 
similar to an Open Mic Night, 
only with a slightly different feel. 
In the past, mostly poetry was 
read at spoken word events. Poetry, 
short stories, comedic skits or any-
thing the student has to say can all 
be read to the audience. 
"We have eight people so far," 
said Lauren Phillips, University 
Board mainstage coordinator. "It's 
not a contest, though. People can 
just get up there (on the stage) and 
express themselves." 
Phillips said more people would 
probably come to the actual event. 
11At Open Mic Night, people can pretty 
much do anything, while spoken word is 
more poetic and spiritual:' 
-Lauren Phillips, University Board 
main stage coordinator 
"It is open to everyone," she 
said. 
The spoken word venue "Speak 
or be spoken to" is different from 
Open Mic Night because it has 
more of a poetic feel to it. 
"(Spoken word) was not publi-
cized very well in the past," Phil-
lips said. "Since Open Mic Night 
is more popular now, we thought it 
would be better to have a separate 
venue where people could express 
themselves since not everyone has 
time to at Open Mic Night." 
She said performers could come 
anytime they wanted and say what-
ever they wanted. 
"Performers can come and read 
poetry they made up, read poet-
ry from books, basically say any-
thing," Phillips said. 
The difference from Open Mic 
Night is that performers at "Speak 
or be spoken to" cannot have musi-
cal accompaniment. 
"At Open Mic Night, peo-
ple can pretty much do anything, 
while spoken word is more poetic 
and spiritual," Phillips said. 
The reason spoken word has not 
been done in about two years is 
because it was not very popular. 
"We wanted to have it more 
open for both events," Phillips said. 
"This is just a showcase for talent 
though, while Open Mic Night is 
more of a competition." 
Phillips said the point of "Speak 
or be spoken to" is to literally 
"speak or be spoken to." 
The Black Student Union is 
hosting the event and University 
Board will be running it. 
"I think it is going to be a chal-
lenge because students compare 
this to Open Mic Night," said Eri-
ka Weaver, mainstage adviser. "Stu-
dents can at least come and see 
what it's like, though." 
Weaver said that everyone has a 
voice and something to say. Wheth-
er or not this event will continue in 
the future is still up in the air. 
"Hopefully, this is something 
we can do next year as well," she 
said. "I think it will start out that 
way, and we can progress it into 
something more monthly or bi-
monthly." 
"Speak or be Spoken to" will 
take place from 8 to 10 p.m. in 
the 7th Street Underground of the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. University 
Union. 
Heather Holm can be reached at 
581-7942 or haholm@eiu.edu. 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Lissa Mclaughlin 
to present recent works 
Lissa Mclaughlin and three other 
Midwestern writers will present 
their recent works for the debut of 
the Lions in Winter Reading Series. 
Mclaughlin's collection of short 
fiction includes "The Grouper," 
"Troubled By His Complexion,""lm-
peachable - A Family Romance" and 
"Seeing the Multitudes Delayed." 
The Lions in Winter Reading Series 
is part of the univers ity's New 
and Emerging Artists Series and 
sponsored by the English Depart-
ment and the College of Arts and 
Humanities. 
The program is at 7 tonight in the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center and is free 
of charge. 
Study abroad opportunity 
to go to the Caribbean 
The Economics department is or-
ganizing a study abroad program to 
the Caribbean for the 2009 summer. 
A meeting will be held at 5:30p.m. 
today in Coleman Hall2160. 
iTunes U comes to Eastern 
today in the Union 
An informational session will be 
held from 11 a.m. to noon today in 
the University Ballroom in the Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
All are invited to attend to learn 
how the site can be used for classes 
and showcasing events and find 
out the difference between posting 
public and private content. 
African-American Heritage 
Banquet tickets on sale 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
Gateway Office, 2170 Blair Hall, until 
noon on Feb. 4. Adult tickets are 
$15, and student tickets are $8. 
The African-American Heritage 
Banquet will begin with a 5 p.m. 
social Friday, Feb. 6, in the Grand 
Ballroom, of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
Housing and Dining 
to award prizes 
University Housing and Dining 
Services will sponsor its annual 
EIU Housing and Dining Night at 
Thursday's Eastern vs. Tennessee 
Tech men's and women's basketball 
games. 
Prizes will be awarded for on-
campus residents and will include a 
2009-2010 residence hall or Greek 
Court single room upgrade, a high-
definition LCD flat screen color TV 
and other prizes. 
Textbook Rental reminds 
students to protect books 
The Textbook Rental staff is 
reminding Eastern students to 
protect their books from weather 
conditions. 
Books should be carried in a wa-
terproof book bag or back pack. 
- Compiled by Associate News Editor 
EmilyZulz 
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Ode to Bush, 
war criminal 
Now enter Eisenhower, Nixon, Carter, Reagan, Bush 
I, Clinton and Bush II, all the above junketed forward, 
postulating WWII. 
First using old anti-communist propaganda, and then 
harping that into perpetual war, then onto "bad" dicta-
tors. Since Constantine's move from Rome, the Middle 
East and Western Europe have been consumed by fascist 
war, driven by Christian dogma, followed by Suni-Sheia 
Islam, into menacing ancient Grecian colonialism. 
The year 2000 saw the Supreme Court appoint Bush 
II president as Gore's efforts collapsed, beginning eight 
years of war madness not seen since WWII and the atom-
ics. Sept. 11, 2001, was and is a symptom of a graver ill-
ness bifurcating male dominated human culture. 
Bush II epitomizes, in one man, the fruit of short 
sighted dementia in an individual caught up in the 
morass of his social contradictions, thinking his respons-
es to any social crisis are always right and just, and that 
social history is quaint, and unrelated to reality. 
Bush II is the ultimate existential vigilante! 
When perceived invasion or violation of "his" pri-
vate domain, wherever and/or whenever it might occur 
over some nefarious violation of a spoken or unspoken 
rule or "natural" law, in the Bush mind, all sensibility 
is meaningless and no other social rule applies, thus the 
only one remaining is absolute rule over reason, mean-
while he chews at North Korea, Iran, Afghanistan: the 
"axis of evil," now excluding his miracle in Iraq. Using 
Bill Clinton's moral audacity "because I could" Bush II 
told ABC's Martha Raddatz, when asked about the lie of 
al-Qaida in Iraq, when informed that there "were none" 
there, answered, "Yeah, that's right. So what." Nominal-
ly, his answer to every war crime he has committed for 
the last eight years, remains "so what," indeed. Can he 
continue that line at the Hague and I.C.C.? 
In 2006 after subordinating the U.S. Justice depart-
ment, and the Supreme Court to his will, Bush Il 's "war" 
powers were kept in force to continue torture - wire 
tap and ignore the Geneva Convention (rule 3) on that 
practice, plus the U.S. Congress extended immunity in 
war crimes to Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld and anyone else 
involved in the false "war on terror," including Congress, 
and all the above belong in a maximum security prison 
for life. 
George W Bush, being the Cowardly Lion imperson-
ating a Texas cowboy, continues the old Anglo-American 
back shooter's practice of hedging one's bets, e.g. pick an 
inferior "opponent," send in a toadie, invade, overwhelm, 
then pick their pockets; "mission accomplished", move 
on to the next "opponent." 
The U.S. has always relied on its Middle Eastern 
"toadie" Israel and others around the globe to act out the 
above. 
Michael Strange can be reached at 581-7942 or at 
DENopinions@gmail.com. 
• • • 
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STAFF EDITORIAL 
Stimulus plan could be huge 
for Charleston 
There's no denying that Charleston could use a little pick-
me-up. Businesses such as AJ's are shutting their doors and 
some of the streets could use a little TLC. 
But the city of Charleston is taking the right steps to give it 
the boost it needs. 
Charleston is requesting a portion of President Barack 
Obama's $825 billion economic stimulus plan - that is, if Con-
gress gives it the go. 
The funds would be used toward a new interchange north of 
Charleston to connect illinois Route 130 to Interstate 57 and 
a new water main for the water treatment plant, which would 
lead to resurfacing a much-used road. 
Charleston could not have selected better projects for which 
the money is to be used. 
The two projects Charleston has requested funds for would 
benefit the city economically, and when times are as rough as 
they are now, who wouldn't want that? 
State Rep. Chapin Rose said a new interchange would spark 
business growth in the industrial park on Charleston's north 
side. Construction itself would offer employment opportuni-
ties. 
"Construction is anticipated to create 80 to 120 construc-
tion jobs and as many as an additional 100 positions," Rose 
said. 
Earlier this month, Rose endorsed the funding for a pro-
posed interchange in a letter to Sen. Dick Durbin and Rep. 
Tim Johnson. 
As for a new water main for the water treatment plant, fix-
ing it would lead to the ability to fix other projects, which is a 
plus. 
"The two projects Charleston has 
requested funds for would benefit the city 
economically, and when times are as rough 
as they are now, who wouldn't want that?" 
The water main is 125 years old and connects the water 
treatment plant near McKinley Avenue to Lincoln Avenue. It 
could stand to be replaced. 
Curt Buescher, Charleston Public Works director, said the 
current water main has not had any leaks, but it's old and needs 
to be replaced. 
Once the water main is replaced, the city could begin road-
work projects such as resurfacing 20th Street. 
Buescher said traffic for stores such as Wal-Mart has lead to 
the street's worn surface. 
Some of the streets in Charleston are not in the best condi-
tion and resurfacing a well-trafficked street such as 20th Street 
would be safer for drivers and would improve Charleston's 
appearance. 
So please, Congress, approve the stimulus plan. And please, 
President Obama, do not forget us here in central illinois. 
EDITORIAL POLICY 
The editorial is the majority opinion of The DEN editorial 
board. Reach the opinions editor at: DENopinions@gmail. 
com. 
OTHER VIEWS ON THE NEWS 
THEOCRATIC REPUBLICANS 
COLORADO STATE- Many peo-
ple have said, with good reason, that 
they'd never consider voting for a Repub-
lican again; however, I believe that the 
Republican Party can still be saved. 
I was raised in a Republican house-
hold and naturally gravitated in that 
direction as I grew up. However, as I 
read biographies of famous presidents 
and examined American history, I real-
ized that the Republican Party of 2000 
shared little more than its name with the 
Republicans of the 1900s. 
The modern Republican Party has 
morphed into an extreme party driven 
by religious fundamentalism. 
The Republican Party that my parents 
joined was focused on traditional con-
servatism. The Republicans of old valued 
small and efficient government, deliber-
ate dispassionate decision-making and 
a respectful toleration of the rest of the 
world's ideas and leaders. 
However, the actions of the past two 
decades, particularly of both Presidents 
Bush, have made a mockery of their fore-
fathers' conservatism. 
The Republicans no longer stand for 
small government. They now favor theo-
cratic government - if their god says 
the Jews are his chosen people, it means 
we must launch unilateral wars with all 
the Jews' enemies immediately. If their 
god says substance abuse is bad, then 
we must throw millions of plant-smok-
ers in jail. 
The Republicans have also forsaken 
deliberate decision-making: just take a 
look at the passage of the Patriot Act. 
This almost 1,000-page long mon-
strosity was passed in just a few days. 
Congressmen complained they didn't 
even have time to read the bill before 
voting on it. 
Ian Bezek 
Rocky Motmtain CollegiAn 
Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time on any topic to 
the Opinions Editor to be published in The Daily Eastern News. 
Letters to the editor can be brought in with identification to The DEN 
at 1811 Buzzard Hall. 
The DEN's policy is to run all letters that are not libelous or potentially 
harmful. They must be less than 250 words. 
Letters may also be submitted electronically from the author's EIU 
e-mail address to DENopinions@gmail.com. 
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CAMPUS I STU DENTS 
Transfer Expo highlights service, tips 
By KARA SANFORD 
Staff Reporter 
give tips on how to prepare for the future. 
The Counseling Center will offer tips on balancing 
work and free time and the student leadership pro-
gram will give tips on getting involved and connect-
ing on campus. 
'The Transfer Relations Office is hosting their semi-
annual Transfer Expo from 1 to 4 p.m. today on the 
third floor of the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
There will also be representatives from the School 
of Continuing Education and the Transfer Relations 
Office discussing how adults and commuters can get 
involved and get the most out of their experience at 
Eastern. 
'The expo will help new transfer students get 
involved on campus, said Cathy Snyder, a transfer 
counselor with the Transfer Relations Office. 
'There will be a variety of workshops, each being 
only thirty minutes, which allows students to attend 
berween classes. 
Although called the Transfer Expo, all students are 
invited to attend the free workshops. 
Snyder said various organizations are in charge of 
these workshops, such as Career Services, which will 
Kara Sanford can be reached at 581-7942 or at DENnews-
desk@gmail.com. 
>> Changes 
FROM PAGE 1 
Instead, Perry will present 
conceptually what Eastern will 
do and what it will analyze. 
No detailed design is avail-
able yet because there has been 
some limited time berween 
meetings. 
Perry said, though, he will 
try to be as descriptive as possi-
ble with regard to the residents' 
suggestions. 
After this meeting, the uni-
versity will continue analysis on 
the suggestions. 
No meetings are scheduled at 
this time. 
However, Perry said as more 
information becomes available 
the university will release it to 
the public. 
"I know the 
president wanted 
to share with the 
neighborhood any 
progress we've 
been able to make 
based on the 
conversations of 
two weeks ago:' 
-Jill Nilsen, vice 
president for external 
relations 
continue to let the community 
know progress as it happens. 
>> Energy 
FROM PAGE 1 
Byrne added that, during 
winter months, the amount of 
wood required and the number 
of deliveries each day increases. 
He dismissed concerns about 
noise from the biomass gasifica-
tion process. 
He said the new plant is 
much quieter than the oil-burn-
ing boiler it is replacing. 
"It actually is not as loud as 
the oil boiler and it's primary 
machinery noise (in the gasifica-
tion system)," Byrne said. 
He also said the new plant 
produces not very much smoke 
NEWS 
or smell. 
"We have strict air quali-
ty requirements to meet and we 
have shown that we will (meet 
them)," Byrne said. 
Students, faculty and Middle-
bury residents generally approve 
of the new plant and consider 
it a good step toward sustaining 
energy, he said. 
"It's ... very popular," Byrne 
said. 
"People feel very happy to 
know we are reducing our emis-
sions and our need to (import 
fuel oil)." 
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 
581-7945 or at jsastrouski@eiu.edu. 
The issues being considered 
will go to the design firm to 
look at. 
Jill Nilsen, vice president for 
external relations, said the uni-
versity is taking the suggestions 
forward as it moves into further 
development of the energy cen-
ter. 
"This will continue to be a 
conversation with the communi-
ty with dialogue going back and 
forth," she said. 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
With the increasing use of technology, it is easier than ever for hackers to gain bank information, passwords 
and other personal information from a computer or laptop. 
" I know the president wanted 
to share with the neighborhood 
any progress we've been able to 
make based on the conversations 
of rwo weeks ago," she said. 
She said tonight's meeting is 
a progress report based on the 
previous conversation with resi-
dents. 
She said the university will 
Nilsen said she anticipates 
another meeting possibly sched-
uled later in the spring. 
McCann said there is not a 
lot of choice on whether to pro-
ceed. It's how to proceed, he 
said. 
"We're pretty well committed 
to the space," he said. "We're 
pretty well committed to need-
ing a steam plant." 
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581 -
7942 or at eazulz@eiu.edu. 
• No stairs to clim.b!!! 
• Lay down and stand up tanning beds. 
FREE cable, internet & water. 
• Up to $200 electric allowance. 
Pets Welcome!!! 
>> Computer 
FROM PAGE 1 
"Do not share passwords or leave 
notes about passwords in easily 
accessible places," he said. 
"Every time you finish your work 
in a computer, logoff immediately. 
Do not leave your computer open if 
you take a short break." 
Chinchilla said students also 
should not open e-mails from peo-
ple they do not know. 
"Avoid peer-to-peer file sharing, 
especially applications such as Kazaa 
or Limewire," he said. "Remove 
cookies whenever it's possible." 
Cookies allow Web sites to put 
programs on your computer that 
can easily track one's website activ-
ity. 
Chatterji said students make a 
big mistake when they give out too 
otd ,.z,IJ ... 
• Club house with game room and fitness room. 
• Free shuttle !!! 
Basketball & Volleyball courts. 
• Rent deferral program! 
• Full size washer, dryer and 
e.tt 345-t4oo 
much personal information on Web 
sites such as MySpace and Face-
book. 
"Even if it might seem 'cool' to 
do so when you are a student, nev-
er post information, pictures or vid-
eos which you might regret later and 
which might compromise your per-
sonal safety right now," he said. 
Jessica Leggin can be reached at 581-
7942 or at jmleggin@eiu.edu. 
EVERYDAY 
SPECIALS! 
All ~ottles ~2.00 
All ((ail ~2.00 
Everythit1g ot1 
the shelf ~s.oo 
~attte Roottt is Jack!! 
Pool Foosball 
Pittball Urivittg l}atMe 
509 Vat1 Juret1 
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CAMPUS I SENATE 
Leave of Absence bylaw to be reconsidered 
Griffin proposes 30-day leave 
per semester instead of per year 
ByBOBBAJEK 
Student Government Editor 
After being abruptly pulled from a Student Senate vote last 
week by its author, Student Senate member Mark Olendzki, 
the Leave of Absence bylaw change is being reconsidered at 
today's meeting. 
Student Senate members Isaac Sandidge and Chris 
Kromphardt are the authors of the reworked proposal. 
They wrote into the bylaw for the speaker to have the pow-
er to put a request for a leave of absence on the agenda for the 
Student Senate to vote on. 
"This bylaw change makes the speaker able to negotiate with 
a Student Senate member if he or she requests an absence lon-
ger than four weeks - like eight," said Student Senate Speaker 
Drew Griffin. "1he speaker would then probably cut it down 
to four weeks and reevaluate the situation later. It would then 
STATE I BLAGOJEVICH 
go to the Student Senate." 
Last week, Sandidge and Kromphardt proposed two 
amendments that passed Student Senate's approval. 
Sandidge proposed the first amendment that called for a 30-day 
leave of absence per semester instead of per year. Kromphardt 
asked to amend the same section further by allowing the Stu-
dent Senate speaker to have discretion over absences. 
Despite the revisions, Griffin said using academics as a 
reason for an absence is still being struck. The other criteria 
remains for health or personal reasons. 
The senate meeting will also talk about the chair appoint-
ments for the Diversity Affairs and External Relations commit-
tees. 1he chairs for the other committees were filled last week. 
"No one applied for the positions, but I let the senators 
interested in the committees join and talk amongst them-
selves," Griffin said. "I thought they could still work well with-
out a chair right away. There is some interest in the chairs and 
we should know soon." 
Griffin said at least one chair or both will be announced 
today. If only one is announced, the other would be announced 
on Feb. 4. 
Another resolution to be discussed is an injunction against 
interference in the Student Supreme Court. Kromphardt 
authored the document. 
During last week's meeting, some members, including 
Kromphardt, voiced concern over Student Body President 
Levi Bulgar overstepping his ground with facilitating orienta-
tion for the court. 
"Once the judicial branch gets up and running, neither the 
legislative nor executive will be interfering with the essence of 
what's going on," Griffin said. "It is dealing with the separa-
tion of powers because it is supposed to be a co-equal branch 
in government." 
1he Committee of Constitutional Oversight is meeting at 6 
p.m. Feb. 4, Griffin said. 
He is planning to announce the location at today's meet-
ing. 
Student Senate meets at 7 p.m. Wednesdays in the Arcola/ 
Tuscola Room, located on the third floor of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Bob Bajek can be reached at 581-7942 or at rtbajek@eiu.edu 
Tapes played for jurors at governor's impeachment trial 
"is a f---ing valuable 
thing, you just don ,t 
ve it away for 
MICHAEL TERCHA I MCT 
One of Gov. Rod Blagojevich's more infamous quotes is displayed as evidence 
during the second day of his impeachment trial in the Illinois Senate Tuesday in 
Springfield, Illinois. 
1310 East Street 
(211)345~ 
Tuesday DoDar Days 
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9pm·lam 
$1piiiOB 
Friday & Saturday 
Cosmic Bowling 
The Associated Press 
SPRINGFIELD, lll. - Gov. Rod Blagojevich 
was hundreds of miles away, but his voice captivated 
the lllinois Senate Tuesday as impeachment prosecu-
tors played FBI wiretaps of conversations in which he 
seems to demand campaign contributions in exchange 
for signing legislation. 
One person on the recordings assures Blagojevich 
that a horse-racing track owner "is good for it" and 
just has to decide "what accounts to get it out of." 
Another assures him the track owner knows he must 
keep his "commitment" soon. 
Blagojevich replies with comments like "good" and 
"good job." Legislation sought by the racing indus-
try had been sent to the governor's desk, and on the 
tapes, he says to reassure a racing lobbyist he hopes 
"to do this, so we can get together and start picking 
some dates to do a bill-signing." 
Senators conducting the trial, hich Blagojevich is 
boycotting though it could remove him from office 
within days, listened intently as the fuzzy, indistinct 
telephone conversations echoed through the room -
the heating system, reporters typing on laptops and 
the occasional cough accounting for the only other 
noise. 
Neither the governor nor the others on the call 
- the governor's brother and chief fimdraiser Rob-
ert Blagojevich and former chief of staff Lon Monk, 
officials say - specifically mentions money or any 
amounts. 
The governor was arrested last month on a variety 
of corruption charges, including scheming to benefit 
from appointing President Barack Obama's U.S. Sen-
ate replacement and demanding campaign contribu-
tions in exchange for state services. 
He denies any wrongdoing and neither his brother 
nor Monk has been charged. 
Before the tapes were played Tuesday, an FBI agent 
vouched for the accuracy of those and other Blago-
jevich quotes that were included the federal criminal 
complaint against him. 
Again and again, agent Daniel Cain told state sen-
ators he had accurately quoted Blagojevich in a sworn 
affidavit filed when the governor was arrested. House 
prosecutor David Ellis displayed the most damning 
quotes individually on poster boards. 
The affidavit quoted Blagojevich saying his power 
to name a replacement to Obama's vacant Senate seat 
was a "valuable thing, you just don't give it away for 
nothing." Ellis asked if that was accurate. Yes, Cain 
replied. 
Jerry's Pizza 
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Master of Public Health degree or~MMr-, 
at the Univers ity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Panther Pantry 
Prevention Is key to solving America's 
h ea lth problems. For both c urre nt and 
future health professionals, the new 
MPH program provides public h ea lth 
tra ining tha t focuses on c hronic disease 
prevention. 
Applications f o r 
Fall 2009 are now 
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more informat:ion, visit 
www.rnph.illinois.edu 
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NATION I LEGISLATION WORLD BRIEFS 
Obama seeks GOP help with stimulus The Associated Press Canada's government 
announces stimulus The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON On 
the eve of a key vote, President 
Barack Obama privately prom-
ised Republicans he stands ready 
to accept changes in the $825 bil-
lion economic stimulus legislation, 
invoked Ronald Reagan to rebut 
conservative critics and urged law-
makers to "put politics aside" in 
the interest of creating jobs. 
"The American people expect 
action," Obama said Tuesday as 
he shuttled between closed-door 
meetings with House and Senate 
Republicans on a trip to the Cap-
itol that blended substance with 
political symbolism. 
Republicans who attended the 
sessions said the president did not 
agree to any specific changes but 
did pledge to have his aides con-
sider some that GOP lawmakers 
raised dealing with additional tax 
relief for businesses. 
Prodded to budge on anoth-
er point, Obama said that despite 
opposition, he will insist on giv-
ing relief to wage-earners who pay 
Social Security taxes but do not 
earn enough to owe income tax. 
His spokesman said the presi-
NATION I RECESSION 
dent reminded his critics that for-
mer President Reagan - conser-
vative hero to many contempo-
rary Republicans - supported the 
same concept while in the White 
House. 
In a measure of the complex 
political dynamic in Congress, 
House Republican leaders urged 
their rank and file to oppose the 
stimulus measure hours before 
Obama arrived. 
One Republican later quot-
ed the president as saying any 
changes would have to come after 
the House gives what is expect-
ed to be largely party-line approv-
al Wednesday to the Democratic-
backed bill. 
Debate began late in the day on 
the measure, which includes about 
$550 billion in spending and 
roughly $275 billion in tax cuts. 
The Senate shows signs of great-
er bipartisanship, including a deci-
sion in the Finance Committee on 
Tuesday to add a new tax break for 
upper middle-income taxpayers, at 
a two-year cost of $70 billion. 
It was advanced by Sen. Chuck 
Grassley oflowa, the panel's senior 
Republican. 
Democratic leaders in both 
CHUCK KENNEDY I MCT 
President Barack Obama speaks to reporters during his visit to the 
Capitol in Washington, D.C., Tuesday. President Obama tried to persuade 
reluctant Republicans to support a $825 billion package he says is es-
sential to resuscitate a plunging economy. 
houses have promised to have leg-
islation ready for Obama's signa-
ture by mid-February, and Tues-
day's developments coincided with 
fresh evidence of deterioration in a 
national economy seemingly grow-
ing weaker by the day. 
Housing prices tumbled by the 
sharpest annual rate on record in 
November, according to a close-
ly watched private report released 
during the day, and a measure of 
consumer confidence dropped to a 
historic low. 
OTTAWA - Canada's 
Conservative government 
unveiled a $32 billion plan to 
stimulate the flagging economy 
Tuesday, a move that could stave 
off opposition threats to force 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
from office. 
Finance Minister Jim Flaherty 
said the stimulus package 
includes $9.8 million for 
infrastructure over the next two 
years. Flaherty is predicting a 
deficit in Canada for the first time 
in more than a decade. 
Canada has lost more than 
100,000 jobs in the last two 
months of 2008, and the central 
bank is predicting economic 
output will contract 4.8 percent 
in the first quarter. 
Mexican remittances 
drop for first time 
MEXICO CITY - The money 
sent home by Mexican migrants 
fell in 2008 for the first time on 
record, Mexico's central bank said 
Tuesday - part of a global trend 
that could worsen as emigrants 
from developing countries lose 
jobs in the global financial crisis. 
Economic mood darkens as more jobs vanish 
Remittances, Mexico's second-
largest source of foreign income 
after oil, plunged 3.6 percent to 
$25 billion in 2008 compared to 
$26 billion for the previous year, 
the central bank said. 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - This is one reces-
sion Americans aren't going to spend 
their way out of. 
The Conference Board said Tues-
day its Consumer Confidence Index 
edged down to 37.7 this month, a 
record low, from a revised 38.6 in 
December. It stood at about 87 just 
a year ago. 
Americans are battered by head-
lines about massive job cuts, includ-
ing thousands at Home Depot, Corn-
ing, General Motors and Caterpillar 
in just the past two days, and are still 
watching their homes and retirement 
fimds dwindle. 
"Virtually, there is no confidence 
out there," said Bernard Baumohl, 
chief global economist at The Eco-
nomic Outlook Group LLC. "House-
hold anxiety has reached a point that 
we can count them out to get us out 
of the recession." 
Economists believe Americans will 
remain in a financial funk until they 
start seeing fundamental improve-
ments in the economy, including a 
n.rnaround in the housing and job 
markets. And two other reports Tues-
day suggested that's unlikely to come 
soon. 
The Labor Department announced 
that state unemployment rates shot 
nationwide in December, with 
Indiana and South Carolina rack-
ing up the largest monthly increases. 
South Carolina's jobless rate bolted to 
9.5 percent, more than 2 percentage 
points above the national rate. 
And the Standard & Poor's/Case-
Shiller 20-city housing index dropped 
by a record 18.2 percent in Novem-
ber from the same month a year earli-
er - the sharpest annual rate since the 
index's inception in 2000. 
The gloomy news initially sent 
the Dow Jones industrial average 
lower, but by mid-afternoon it took 
heart from some positive earnings 
reports, finishing up about 58 points 
at8,174. 
Federal Reserve policymakers are 
'I' Ill~ (~(UII• lriTI' I 0 N 
Advertise in the DEN 
Call 581-2816 
gathering this week to examine what 
other tools they can use to help ease 
a recession that started in December 
2007. They are all but certain to leave 
the benchmark interest rate at its cur-
rent record low. 
But without the help of consum-
er spending, which accounts for more 
than two-thirds of economic activity, 
the economy faces a slow recovery. 
In past recessions, consumers had 
helped the economy dig itself out of 
itsfi.mk. 
Americans "are feeling extreme-
ly bad about jobs - both current and 
expected," said Lynn Franco, director 
of The Conference Board Consumer 
Research Center. 
Jim Wood, Rea ltor 
1512A Street. P.O. Box 377 
Charle ston, IL 61920 
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472 
The percentage drop is nearly 
twice what the government had 
expected for the year, and central 
bank official Jesus Cervantes said 
the decline will likely continue 
this year. 
Experts blame a crackdown 
on illegal immigration that has 
stemmed the flow of those 
heading north to seek work 
as well as the U.S. recession, in 
which many Mexicans, especially 
construction workers, have been 
laid off. 
It was the first time remittances 
have fallen year-to-year since the 
bank starting tracking the money 
13 years ago. 
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QMRP Case-Manager. B.AJB S. 
human service degree. FT working 
with DO Adults wlin the community. 
Detailed, motivated, strong 
documentation and programmatic 
skills. Apply online www.graywood. 
org or 1380 Beechtree Rd Charleston 
IL, 61920. 
______________ lBO 
Special Event Coordinator/Public 
Relations (FT). Creative, Professional 
and Goal Oriented. Excellent 
Interpersonal and Communication 
Skills Sales & Graphic Design 
Experienceaplus. Applyonlinewww. 
graywood.org or 1380 Beechtree Rd 
Charleston IL, 61920. 
______________ lBO 
! Bartending! Up to $25Qiday. 
No experience necessary, training 
provided. 1-800-965-6520, ext. 239 
----------------~4 
Early Bird needed . 5a.m.-8a.m. Must 
be responsible and have valid driver's 
license. Apply at 1802 Buzzard Hall. 
________________ 00 
'•' torrent 
Now Leasing: 1 bedroom apartments 
east of campus, remodeled available 
for 09/10 school year. 217-345-5832 
or RCRRentalas.com 
-------------- 1-27 
Awesome 3 bedroom, 1 bath house 
for rent Great location WID, AIC, 
dishwasher. A vail able fall '09. 508-
4343 
______________ ln8 
Roommate trouble? Short-tenn lease 
available spring or summer '09. 
Walking distance to campus. WID 
A/C. 508-4343 
______________ ln8 
For Rent; Girls only; 3 bedroom apts. 
for rent across from Buzzard. Call 
345-2652 
_______________ ln8 
0911 0 School year. Newly remodeled 
5 bedroom, 3 bath at 183 7 11th 
St. Close to Campus Decorated for 
group of 5 females. $250.00 per 
month 1 0 month lease. NO pets. 
Please call217-728-7426 
_______________ lBO 
FOR RENT FALL 2009. NEWLY 
REMODELED 3-5 BEDROOM 
HOUSES NEAR CAMPUS. CALL 
708-774-0451. 
_______________ lBO 
Available 2009-2010 one, two, 
and three bedroom, fully furnished 
apartments and duplex. Skylights, 
wooden flooring. full size beds, pc 
work stations. Lincoln Street and 
Division Street locations. For tours 
or additional information call 348-
0157 
_______________ lBO 
Prefer female sub-lessor wanted for 
2 BR apartment. $205/mo rent plus 
utilities. ASAP-May 09. Call 618-
317-7646 
________________ lBl 
CUTE 2 BD HOUSE AT 1617 
12TH STREET. $350 PER PERSON, 
FURNISHED FREE UPON REQUEST. 
0/W, WID. TRASH AND LAWN 
CARE INCLUDED. CALL 345-6210 
OR VIEW EIPROPS.COM 
________________ lBl 
NICE 2 BD APT AT 9TH!f AFT, FREE 
WID IN EACH UNIT, FURNISHED 
FREE UPON REQUEST. $350 PER 
PERSON, GARBAGE INCLUDED. 
CALL 345-6210 OR VIEW EIPROPS. 
COM 
________________ lBl 
NICE 5 BD 2 BATH HOUSE JUST 
WEST OFTHE REC, 202 W. GRANT. 
'•' torrent 
WID, TRASH, SCREENED PORCH 
AND FURNITURE INCLUDED 
FOR $375 PER PERSON. FOR A 
VIEWING CALL 345-6210 OR 
EIPROPS.COM 
_______________ 1B1 
NICE 3 BD 2 BATH APT JUST WEST 
OF THE REC, 204 W GRANT, WID, 
GAS, ELEC, WATER, TRASH AND 
FURNITURE INCLUDED FOR $435 
PER PERSON. FOR A VIEWING 
CALL 345-621 0 OR EIPROPS.COM 
_______________ 1B1 
NICE 3 BD HOUSE AT 1714 12TH. 
GARBAGE AND LAWN CARE 
INCLUDED. CALL 345-6210 OR 
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM 
_______________ 1B1 
LARE 8 BOB BATH HOUSE. M UST 
SEE!! CLOSE TO THE STADIUM 
AND REC CENTER. FURNISHED, 
GARBAGE INCLUDED. CALL 345-
62100RVIEWATEIPROPS.COM 
_______________ 1B1 
Available immediately . Nice one 
bedroom off-campus apartment. N 
C, garbage pickup included. 217-
840-6427 
_______________ 2n 
2 BR money savers @ $275-30QI 
person. CABLE & INTERNET INCL. 
Don't miss it 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
_______________ 2n 
2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/ 
O 'Brien. Washer/dryer, A/C. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
_______________ 2n 
One person apts. Most ind ude 
Cable, Internet All shapes, sizes, 
prices. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
_______________ 2n 
www.woodrentals.com, 345-4489, 
jim Wood, Realtor. 
_______________ 2n 
3 BR. 2.5 Bath Townhouse New 
Construction. M ust See!! call 24 hrs. 
630-505-8374 
_______________ 2B 
2 Bedroom apt. w/ garage, $450 per 
month. 217-259-6605 
_______________ 2B 
House Fall2009. 3 Bedroom 2 Bath. 
Close to Campus. $250/person. 
(217)549-0319. 
_______________ V6 
2 BR, 2 BATH APTS. 1 026 EDGAR 
DR. TWO BR HOUSES $295/per/ 
person 217-549-4074. 
_______________ V6 
Brittany Ridge Townhouse: Fall 09-
10.3 people, dishwasher, w/d, $275/ 
mo. Includes trash. reduced rate for 
spring 09. (708) 254-0455 
_______________ V6 
Fall '09 Reasonable Rent. 1-5 
bedroom, WID, water and trash 
included. Close to campus 345-
3919, 508-4203 leave message. 
_______________ 2111 
NOW LEASING FOR 09-1 0 
SCHOOL YEAR 3 BEDROOM 1 
BATH DUPLEX LOCATED AT 1703 
11TH STREET FULLY FURNISHED 
AND PRIVATE LAUNDRY! CALL 
TODAY (217)345-5022 WWW. 
UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET 
_______________ 2n7 
NOW LEASING FOR 09-1 0 
SCHOOL YEAR! 1 ,2,AND 3 
BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE AT 
GREAT LOCATIONS! CALL 
TODAY TO SEE! UNIQUE HOMES 
PROPERTIES (217) 345-5022 
WWW.UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET 
_______________ 2n7 
NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE 
'•' torrent 
PROPERTIES IS LOOKING 
FOR ROOMMATES TO FILL 
BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF OUR 
LOCATIONS. ALL VERY CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS, FULLY FURNISHED 
AND REDUCED RATES. CALL 
(217) 345-5022 WWW.UNIQUE-
PROPERTIES.NET 
________________ 2n7 
APARTMENTS TO RENT FOR 
SPRING '09! LOCATED RIGHT 
NEXT TO CAMPUS, FULLY 
FURNISHED AND SPACIOUS 
FLOOR PLANS. UNIQUE HOMES 
PROPERTIES (217) 345-5022 
WWW.UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET 
________________ 2n7 
NOWLEASINGFOR09-l OSCGOOL 
YEAR! UNIQUE PROPERTIES 1 
BEDROOM DUPLEXES LOCATED 
AT 1304 4TH ST. A & B. GREAT 
LOCATION! CALL TODAY TO SEE! 
(217)345-5022 WWW.UNIQUE-
PROPERTIES.NET 
________________ 2n7 
One bedroom available in four 
bedroom apt $35Qimo, trash pd. 
217-348-7746 
_________________ .oo 
VILLAGE RENTALS: 2009-2010 
Rentals 1 & 2 BR apts. Water and 
trash included. 3 BR houses, trash 
included. Pets welcome, w ith pet 
deposit. Closetocampus. Call217-
345-2516 for an appointment 
_________________ .oo 
HOUSES FOR 4 TO 6 GIRLS JUST 
SOUTH O F ARBY'S ON 3RD 
STREET. CALL FOR SPECIAL RATES 
ANDGIFTCARDREBATES lOAND 
11 AND A HALF MO LEASES. 345-
5048 
_________________ .oo 
EXTRA LARGE 1 BD APT VERY 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS RENT 
INCLUDES ELECTRIC WATER 
INTERNET CABLE & TRASH PET 
FRIENDLY 273-2048 
_________________ .oo 
AVAILABLE JUNE 09: 1 BD. Apt 
Off Campus Nice Size, Quiet 
Neighborhood Pets Allowed. 217-
840-6427 
_________________ .oo 
Available now! Great location! 
bedroom apt. and efficiency at 959 
6th St. No pets. 345-3951 
_________________ .oo 
Brittany Ridge Townhouse; '09-10 
school year, 3 bedroom, 2 1n bath, 
WID, DIW, walking distance to EIU; 
$750 a month. Call217-508-8035. 
_________________ .oo 
Nice 5 bedroom house 2 bath. 
Appliances include dishwasher, 
washer, dryer, stove, fridge, central 
air. Close to campus. Includes 
garbage, mowing. patio. 345-6967 
_________________ .oo 
Nice, Large 4 bedroom apartment 
1n block to campus. Includes 
garbage. 345-6967 
_________________ .oo 
Nice 3 bedroom house. All 
appliances including dishwasher, 
washer, dryer. Deck, mowing. trash 
included. 345-6967 
_________________ .oo 
Nowrentingforfall2009.4 bedroom 
and 1 bedroom houses. Within 
walking distance to campus. Call 
345-2467. 
_________________ .oo 
Available jan 09. Nice 2BR apt w/ 
stove, refrig, microwave, Laundry 
Room in complex, Trash pd. 
$25(ll$425 mo. 1305 18th street. 
www.CharlestoniL.Apts.com 
_________________ .oo 
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES 
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for 3-5 persons, unbeatable floor-
plan, 3&4 bedroom, 2 1n baths, 
deck, central air, washer, dryer, 
dishwasher. Free trash and parking. 
low utility bills, local responsive 
landlord. Starting @ $2Wperson. 
Available j uly 2009, Lease length 
negotiable 217-246-3083 
--------------~00 
2009-1 o: 6BDn 5 bath house at 
1525 1 stSt.( 1 n block from Lantz) call 
345-3148 or visit www.pantherpads. 
com for details. 
--------------~00 
Close to campus. 3-4 BR house for 
rent 2009-201 0. Washer/Drier, NC 
w/ heat pump, new carpet, 1 0-12 
month lease, $315 per person. 217-
549-5402 
--------------~00 
3 & 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Apts. with 
Brand NEW Furniture! WID and 
D ishwashers included! $350 per 
person. 217-345-6100 www. 
jbapartments.com 
--------------~00 
SUMMER/FALL '09: 1, 2, & 4 BR 
Ap!s., numerouslocations.Appliances 
included. $250-$495/MO. Ph. 348-
7746. www.CharlestoniLApls.com 
--------------~00 
2 BR furnished apt, trash & water 
included. $265/mon. AND 4 BR 
Townhouses,21n bath, WID. Trash 
included. 348-5427or 549-1957 
--------------~00 
t--.'OW RENTING FALL '09. EARLY 
BIRD SPECIALS. Brittany Ridge 
Townhouses, 3-4 bedrooms. 
Refrigerator, stove, water, trash, 
central air. 234-7368 
--------------~00 
EIU Students, we have the place for 
you at 1812 9th St. We only have 3 
&4 BRapartments left They are fully 
furnished and updated. Parking and 
trash included, laundry on premises, 
and dusk-to-<lawn security lighting. 
Locally owned for 14 years. Please 
call to schedule a showing. 348-
0673, leave a message. 
--------------~00 
3 & 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apts. We 
have the BEST for LESS! WID and 
D ishwashers included! $325 per 
person. 217-345-6100 www. 
jbapartments.com 
--------------~00 
For Rent 5 and 6 bedroom houses 
one block off campus on 7th St. 4 
bedroom apartment and studios 
available. Call217-728-8709. 
--------------~00 
For lease: 09-10. 2 and 4 Bedroom 
homes. Complete viewing at blhi.org 
or 217-273-0675 
--------------~00 
We Have the Unit for You! Royal 
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/1.5ba 
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd 
waterlint/cable Lynn-Ro 1201 Arthur 
1,2,3br w/d in all units. Stop by 
office at 1509 S. 2nd or call 345-
0936lsrozek@aol.com 
--------------~00 
YOU CAN'T GET ANY CLOSER! 
Park Place Apartment is renting 
for Fall 2 009. 1 ,2 and 3 bedroom 
furnished apartment We have the 
size and price to fit your needs. Stop 
by 715 Grant Ave, Ill 01 or call348-
1479 ParkPiaceMgmt@aol.com 
--------------~00 
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS-
bedroom apartments available 
August 2009. www.ppwrentals.com 
348-8249 
--------------~00 
WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS. 
COM 
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FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1, 
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES 
AND TOW NHOUSES. ALL 
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. FOR 
MORE INFORMATION, CALL 217-
493-7559, OR VISIT US AT www. 
myeiuhome.com. 
----------------~00 
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES 
NOW SHOWING 2009-
2010 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS, DUPLEXES, 
HOUSES. VIEW PROPERTIES AT 
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL 
217-345-6210. 
----------------~00 
WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM 
----------------~00 
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO 
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON. 3 BR. 
AWAY FROM CAMPUS. BOTH 
WlTH APPLIANCES, WID. TRASH. 
PHONE 345-7244, 649-0651 
----------------~00 
FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three 
Bedroom Apartments, two blocks 
from Old Main, starting at $35QIMO. 
217-549-1060 
----------------~00 
1 Bedroom House across from 
Buzzard. All New! Great for Couple! 
1921 9th St $55QI600 per month. 
www.jensenrentals.com 345-61 00 
----------------~00 
Available jan 1st. 1 BR apt. Water 
and trash included, off street parking. 
Buchanan St. apts. 345-1 266 
----------------~00 
AVAILABLE SPRING 2009, 
DISCOUNTED RENT! N ice 3 
bedroom house, CA, WID, bar, off-
street parking. Call 217-202-4456 
----------------~00 
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW 
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus 
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3 
bedrooms with individual leases 
AND roommate matching. Our 
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED 
INTERNET, WATER, SEWER, AND 
TRASH. Plus, we give you $60-
$75 toward your monthly electric 
bill !!! . . . AND THAT'S NO T ALL! 
We have a 24-hour clubhouse that 
offers a tanning bed, f itness center, 
game room, and computer lab with 
unlimited printing. CALL 345-6001 or 
visit www.apartmentseiu.com today! 
__________________ 00 
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN? 
BRm ANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES: 
3-4 bedroom, $200 pip. Refrigerator, 
stove, water, trash, central air. 234-
7368 
__________________ 00 
WWW.JENSENRENTALS.COM 
________________ 00 
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533 
________________ 00 
University Village: 4 bedroom houses, 
$45Qiper person. All utilities included. 
345-1400 
________________ 00 
FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENlY OF OFF-STREET PARKING. 
BUCHANAN ST. APTS. CALL 345-
1266. 
________________ 00 
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and 
parking included. Great location. Call 
217-345-2363. 
________________ 00 
FALL '09 QUAUlY/CONVENIENCE. 
2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Washer 
& Dryer included. 1-2 blocks from 
campus. (217)493-7559 W\NW, 
myeiuhome.com 
________________ 00 
Close to campus: 3 bedroom house 
avail. 2Q08..09. CA w/ heat pump, 
WID, new carpet. 10-12 mo lease 
$900'mo. 549-5402 
________________ 00 
NOW RENTING FALL '08-'09: 
Efficiencies, 1 ,2, and 3 bedrooms. All 
utilities, cable. and internet included. 
234-7368 
________________ 00 
3 BR apt. for lease. 1051 7th St. No 
pets.345-7286, www.jwilliamsrentals. 
com 
________________ 00 
2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st St. and 
1041 7th St. No pets. 345-7286, 
www.jw illiamsrental.com 
________________ 00 
Housesfor'09: 3, 4, 5, and 6 BR. Close 
to campus, laundry, parking. no pets. 
345-7286, www.jwilliamsrentals. 
com 
________________ 00 
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX. 
EXCELLENT LOCATION. WASHER! 
DRYER, DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL. 
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED. CALL 
(217)493-7559 OR VISIT US AT 
WWW.MYEIUHOME.COM 
--------------~00 
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the square. 
All utilities included except electricity. 
$475-$500. Call234-7368. 
--------------~00 
3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600-$700 
per month. 6 to choose from. Call 
234-7368. 
--------------~00 
2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Extremely 
close to campus. Great Price! (217) 
254-0754 
00 
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1512A Street. P.O. Box 377 
Charleston, IL 61920 
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FROM PAGE 12 
Last season, Segal was an assis-
tant for Alabama-Birmingham 
team that went 27-8 on the season 
and advanced to the second round 
of the NCAA Tournament. 
Before his time at UAB, Segal 
compiled a 233-104 record at Divi-
sion II Armstrong Atlantic where 
he won numerous Peach Belt Con-
ference Tides and made the NCAA 
>> Game 
FROM PAGE 12 
She has also had two games 
with 10 or more rebounds, and she 
entered the season with only one in 
her career. 
Kish sees extended minutes 
During last Saturday's victory 
against UT Martin, freshman guard 
Madeline Kish logged four first-half 
minutes, playing in the first half of 
a game for the first time this sea-
son. 
Sallee said that the reason for 
playing Kish was because he is con-
fident in her shooting ability and 
wanted to get her in the game if the 
team was having trouble shooting 
early on. 
"(Kish) has been steadily learn-
ing what we're doing. She's got the 
ability to shoot the basketball," Sal-
lee said. "We made the decision 
after (last Thursday's loss at Mur-
ray State) that if the opportunity 
came, and we weren't getting some 
shots to fall for us that we could go 
to (her)." 
Sallee said that while Kish did 
not get any shots off in her four 
minutes of action, he was pleased 
with what he saw out of her. 
H e said that she was able to hold 
her own and played hard, and he 
hopes to be able to use her as more 
production out of his bench. 
Around the league 
While the Panthers look to take 
care of business this week against 
Division II Tournament in five 
consecutive seasons. 
His first year as head coach at 
the school, the team won 23 1/2 
more games than the year before, 
second-best in the NCAA that sea-
son. 
Segal will inherit a young team, 
as only two seniors are graduating, 
which will allow him to mold his 
players to buy into his system. 
Bennett went 16-9 her first sea-
son at Eastern, but failed to pro-
duce a winning record in her final 
three seasons including a 5-24 
OVC STANDINGS 
Team OVC 
Murray State 8-1 
Eastern Illinois 7-2 
Tennessee State 7-2 
Austin Peay 7-3 
Morehead State 6-3 
SE Missouri S-4 
Eastern Kentucky 3-7 
Tennessee Tech 2-7 
Jacksonville State 1-8 
Tennessee Martin 0-9 
Overall 
13-6 
13-7 
11 -9 
11 -10 
12-9 
9-10 
6-13 
4-16 
4-15 
2-18 
Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville 
State, first- place Murray State has 
Thursday off before playing host to 
last-place UT Martin on Saturday. 
The Skyhawks held Eastern to 15 
first-half points before falling 55-49 
last Saturday. 
UT Martin remains winless in 
conference play but lost by only two 
points to the Racers when the teams 
met in Martin, Tenn., on Jan. 5. 
Third place Tennessee State and 
five place Morehead State, two 
teams behind Eastern in the stand-
ings, will play each other on Thurs-
day in Morehead, Ky. 
Tennessee State currently has the 
same record as the Panthers at 7-2, 
but lost to the Panthers 83-45 on 
Dec.4. 
Tennessee State beat Morehead 
72-68 on Jan. 5 and is currently 
riding a four-game winning streak. 
H owever, Morehead State enters 
Thursday's contest 10-0 at home. 
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at 
581-7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu. 
r;DlSIIFIEDS 
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Driftwood apartments now renting for 2009. 
2 BR, WID, enclosed deck. Very nice. $575/ 
month. 217-276-4509. 
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments renting 
srudio, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms for 2009/2010. 
Very close to campus and affordable rent Call 
345-6000. Email LincPineApt®consolidated. 
net 
------------------00 
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments has 
apartments available for january 2009. Call 
345-6000. Email LincPineApt®consolidated. 
net 
------------------00 
FALL '09: 2 bedroom 1.5 bath apartment. 
Central Air, WID, Dishwasher, Walk in 
closets. No Pets. $275 per person. 1017 
Woodlawn. 348-3075 
FALL '09: 3 bedroom house. GA, WID, 
Dishwasher, Lg room. No Pets. $350 per 
person. 1510 B street. 348-3075 
------------------00 
FALL '09: 2 bedroom 2 bath apartment WID, 
GA La k't hen 'th d : . ~
The overcoming addictions support group 
for faculty/staff meets Thursdays from 
12:00 noon to 1 :00 p.m. in the Schahrer 
room (3rd floor) of the MLK Union. 
Questions or concerns, contact Nancy at 
581-7241. Free and confidential. 
----------------1/28 
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big closets. No Pets. $300-$325 per person. 
1520 and 1521 C street. 348-3075 
------------------00 
3, 4 bedroom houses. www. 
EIUneighborhood.com or call 217-273-
1395. 
LARGE 3 BD HOUSE VERY CLOSE TO 
CNv\PUS GREAT RATES 217-254-0754, 
217-273-2048 
LARGE 2 BD APTS GREAT RATES PET 
FRIENDLY, RENT INCLUDES ELECTRIC 
WATER INTERNET CABLE & TRASH 273-
2048 
Cool old 5 bdrm house. Very good condition. 
1 block from the square. Near Friends & 
Co. $190 per rooml$950 per month. Call 
(217)549-4196. 
August 1st. 1 bedroom 1 bath Apt WID. 
Close to campus. 1 011 Woodlawn. No pets, 
smoke free. $395/ 1 person, $445/ 2 person. 
21 7-348-3075. 
campus clips 
The Warbler Yearbook- RSO & 
Organization Photos on Feb. 3, 5, & 1Oth 
from 5-8 in the Paris room, Effingham 
room, and Martinsville room of the MLK 
Union. Get your group photo in the 
yearbook. 
---------------2/5 
SPORTS 
record last season. 
Segal will have a hurdle to over-
come with a losing mentality in 
the program in the last three sea-
sons and, although it may not hap-
pen right away, with his experience 
and winning pedigree it looks like 
he will be a good fit for the job. 
last three Ohio Valley Conference 
games and earning a spot in the 
postseason tournament. 
The assistant women's soc-
cer coach, Jenny Anderson-H am-
mond, left the team after the sea-
son to join Women's Professional 
Soccer League. 
this could be a team that can com-
pete in the OVC. 
Burke looks to have made a 
right decision with her choice in 
volleyball in a coach with expe-
rience as an assistant and a head 
coach who has won in several pro-
grams. 
For women's soccer, Nowak's 
resignation was a shock according 
to players and will affect their off-
season training. 
So a graduate assistant will 
run the team until a new coach is 
found. 
Like the volleyball team, the 
women's soccer team is young and 
talented, graduating only three 
seniors, and with the right coach, 
H opefully, she will apply these 
principles again and restore the 
prominence of women's soccer 
when the next coach is selected. 
The team finished 3-14-2, but 
showed promise at the end of the 
season, going 3-0-1 during their 
Dan Cusack can be reached at 581-
7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu. 
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ACROSS 
1 Newswoman 
Paula 
5 Fire 
9 Bowling unit 
14 Prefix with -gra m 
or -graph 
15 December 25, 
e .g. 
16 Last 
17 Show interrupter 
20 Brit. mil itary 
award 
21 "Sure, why not" 
22 Copenhagen wad 
26 Select 
27 Images 
representing 
Internet users 
2s Sound of a 
lightning strike 
30 George W., to 
George H. W. 
31 Shower sponge 
34 S tart of a Fred 
Flintstone cry 
38 Mariner's datum 
40 Power 
connectors, or a 
way to describe 
17- 22- 55- and 61-Acro~s 
42 Tuesday in 
Hollywood 
43 Dearborn debut 
of 1958 
45 Coastal fliers 
47 __ -blamed 
48 Jurisprudence 
50 How crowds 
move 
52 Tbsp. or tsp. 
55 Old-fashioned tub 
feature 
58 Play characters 
60 Lead-in to plunk 
61 Expensive 
a lternative to a 
toupee 
66 Furious 
67 Farming prefix 
68 They pop on 
planes 
69 Soup alternative 
10 Car company 
that originated 
as an airplane 
manufacturer 
71 State whose 
tallest bldg. has 
only 19 floors 
DOWN 
1 Clearasil target 
2 Purely or s imply: 
Abbr. 
3 Tennis 
accessories 
4 Signals, as to an 
auctioneer 
5 Keats creation 
6 Three, four or 
five, commonly 
7 Heirloom locale 
a Vivien of film 
9 It lets you go 
without charges 
10 Basketball 
hoops 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
11 Historic 1940s 
event, for short 
12 Group of brains 
13 Prevent, legally 
1s Speaking one's 
mind 
19 1956-57 crisis 
site 
22 "There 's no 
acc~unting for 
23 Roundish 
24 Jockey's whip 
25 "_ Mio" 
29 Hand covered 
with 32-Down 
32 See 29-Down 
33 " of God " 
Jane Fonda'film 
35 Top layer, in a 
way 
36 Unconcerned 
37 Abacus user 
39 Unagi, at a 
Japanese 
restaurant 
41 Radioed, e.g. 
44 Strained 
46 Feature of many 
a 1970s rock 
concert 
49 Ebb 
51 "2001" extras 
52 Sap sucker 
53 Stiller's comedy 
partner 
54 "Perry Mason" 
climax 
No. 1224 
PUZZLE BY WARREN BIRO 
56 Spanish 
appetizers 
57 Hagar the 
Horrible's wife 
59 Mex. miss 
62 Coach 
Parseghian 
63 Corn core 
64 Org. with good 
a ims? 
65 "'Tis a pity" 
For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $ 1.49 a m nute; or, w th a 
cred I card, 1-800-814-5554. 
Annua subscr pions are ava abe for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS. 
AT&T users Text NYTX to 386 to down oad puzz es, or v s I 
nyt mes com/mob exword for more nformat on. 
On ne subscr pions: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past 
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year) . 
Share I ps: nyt mes.com/wordp ay. 
Crosswords for young so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL I OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE NOTEBOOK 
Coaches to participate in national event 
By KEVIN MURPHY 
Sports Editor 
Coaches vs. Cancer "Suits and 
Sneakers Awareness Weekend," a col-
laborative initiative of the Nation-
al Association of Basketball Coach-
es (NABC) and the American Can-
cer Society (the Society), is slated 
this weekend. 
Participating NABC-member 
coaches will wear sneakers instead 
of dress shoes with their usual game 
attire during weekend games to dem-
onstrate their support for the Society 
and the fight against cancer. As well, 
fans are encouraged to wear sneakers 
to games to demonstrate their sup-
port. 
"1he disease doesn't care who it 
hits," Tennessee State head coach 
Cy Alexander said during Tuesday's 
Ohio Valley Conference teleconfer-
ence. "1his is a very serious disease." 
Alexander knows many who have 
died from cancer, including legend-
ary women's basketball Kay Yow. 
Yow died on Saturday after battling 
breast cancer. 
"We will certainly dress appro-
priately for the Coaches vs. Cancer 
game," Alexander said. 
By lacing up sneakers with their 
suits, participating coaches nation-
wide will spotlight the fact that while 
cancer remains a major health con-
cern, everyone can take daily steps to 
reduce their risk of the disease. 
KARLA BROWNING I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Junior guard T.J. Marion tries to maintain possession of the ball during the Jan. 17 game against Morehead State 
in Lantz Arena. The Panthers beat Morehead State, which as ofTuesday afternoon, was second in the league. 
For those who do not smoke and 
control their weight, exercise and 
a healthy diet are the best ways to 
improve health and reduce cancer 
risk. 
Obesity has been shown to 
increase the risk for many forms of 
cancer, including breast, prostate 
and colon cancers and may account 
for 20 percent of cancer deaths in 
women and 14 percent in men. 
"It's a great program for college 
basketball," Morehead State head 
coach Donnie Tyndall said. 
Tyndall said raising an event for 
cancer awareness means a little bit 
more to him since it's close to him. 
Govs still at the top 
Austin Peay (12-7, 8-2 OVC) is 
still atop the league despite graduat-
ing three of its five starters from last 
season. 
SPA & WELLNESS CEI\l'fER 
"?J~I(~c;{~.J(~ 
• COMBS CHIROPRACfiC• 
Bring in your panther card and get a hair cut 
partial highlight and shine glaze 
all for $45 and that's a $75 value! 
345-1010 
Looking for a Place ALL to 
Yourself? 
Unique Properties Has the Place 
For YOU! 
2409 8th Street-NEW- "Forest 
Ridge Meadows" 
1304 4th St. A & B Duplexes 
1429 7th Street- "Century Crossing" 
1617 9th Street- "Panther Heights" 
Fully Furnished, Reasonable 
Pricing and FREE TANNING! 
Unique Properties 
(21.7)345-5022 
www.unique-properties.net 
The Govs graduated Second Team 
All-OVC guard Derek Wright, 2007 
Second Team All-OVC honoree Fer-
nandez Lockett and Todd Babing-
ton, who averaged 11.5 points last 
season. 
The Govs have only lost to More-
head State and Eastern Kentucky. 
'1f anyone is surprised by Aus-
tin Peay, then they haven't been pay-
ing attention to the OVC," Eastern 
Kentucky Jeff Neubauer said during 
Tuesday's coaches' teleconference. 
Sexual Assault 
Counseling & 
Information Service 
21 7-348-5033 or 
Toll Free 1-888-345-2846 
Serving Coles and Cumberland Counties 
Lawson Hall Basement EIU 
Charleston. IL 61 920 
.., 
UNMASK 
SEXUAL 
ASSAULT 
SACIS Services Include: 
• CounseUng·for all ages 
·For sexual abuse, assault , 
harrassment, etc. 
• Advocacy 
·Medical 
-Legal 
*Advocates available 24 hours, 7 days a week 
• Education 
-School Prog rams 
Headscarc·High School-University) 
-Professional training 
ln·service craining (or any organization) 
-Communicaty Education 
(Clubs, religious groups, corporations, ere.) 
•Learn how to be a volunteer advocate by 
VISittng our webs1te1 www.sacs.net 
"1hey're a very talented team, and 
coach (Dave) Loos has built a con-
sistent program." 
The Govs have 18 regular season 
league tides with four league tour-
ney tides and six NCAA Tourna-
ment appearances. 
"We felt we had some quali-
ty players coming back," Loos said. 
"Confidence is the key." 
This includes senior forward 
Drake Reed, who was a First-Team 
All-OVC selection, last season. Reed, 
Office of Study Abroad 
1207 Blair Hall 
Call for info or appointments 
348.1479 
OVC STANDINGS 
Team 
Austin Peay 
Morehead State 
Tennesse Martin 
Murray State 
Eastern Illinois 
Eastern Kentucky 
Tennessee Tech 
Tennessee State 
Jacksonville State 
SE Missouri 
ovc 
8-2 
7-2 
7-3 
5-4 
5-4 
5-5 
4-5 
4-5 
2-7 
0-10 
Overall 
12-8 
11 -10 
14-6 
10-9 
8-11 
12-9 
10-9 
6-13 
8-10 
3-18 
one of the two returning starters, is 
averaging 19.8 points a game. 
Channels, who only started six 
games last season, is averaging 18.3 
points a game this season. H e aver-
aged only 10.9 a game last season. 
"Wes has progressed from kind of 
a supporting role in our lineup into a 
leadership role and go-to-guy," Loos 
said. "He's playing with a lot of con-
fidence right now." 
Skyhawks still on a roll 
Tennessee Martin has won six 
straight games and 12 of its last 13 
games. 
"We're gerting good balance out 
of our team," UTM head coach Beet 
Campbell said during the teleconfer-
ence. 
This includes senior guard Lester 
H udson, junior guard Delrico Lane 
and senior forward Olajide H ay. 
'Tm very pleased with the direc-
tion we're going, but things can 
change very, very quickly, and we 
got to face the next three games on 
the road," Campbell said. 
In the past six games, the Sky-
hawks have won by more than dou-
ble figures each time. 
Kevin Murphy can be reached at 581-
7944 or at kjmurphy@eiu.edu. 
Has something 
happened to break 
your heart? 
We can help! 
WalterDUI & 
Counseling Services 
1550 Douglas Drive Suite 115 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 
Call for an appointment 
(217) 348-DUIS (3847) 
Who has been the 
most influential person? 
     My high school coach, my club 
coach and the girls that taught me 
how to swim when I was three. They 
were twins that lived next door to 
me, and they swam in college. One 
of them swam for Indian River 
Community College, and the other 
one swam for Kenyon College.
How does this year’s team 
differ from past teams?
This year’s team is way more 
extreme in practicing. We practice 
more intense because of our new 
coach. I enjoyed swimming for Ray 
(Padovan). I did well with Ray. I 
swam the best meet of my life last 
year at conference that was with Ray. 
But this year I’m anxious to see what 
I can do with the different training, 
and I think that this year’s team, we 
were always focused on being faster, 
but I think this year’s team is more 
on top of things than it was last year. 
Did you play any other
sports in high school?
In high school I never played any 
other sports. In grade school I played 
baseball.
What is your favorite thing 
to do with your free time?
I probably sound like a fat kid, but 
going out to eat either here in Charles-
ton or in Mattoon. My second favor-
ite thing to do is just chill at my house 
with my roommates. I have a pretty 
good relationship with them. 
What’s it like to swim 
with your brother Cody?
I’ve always shared the pool with 
Cody, its fun, and yet at the same 
time I have to be an older brother at 
some point. I have to motivate him 
and whatnot. My younger brother 
Cody, he has a certain way, you can’t 
yell at him to get him going. He’ll 
just shut down if you yell at him just 
to tick me off. It’s always fun because 
we’ve always raced, even though we 
don’t swim the same events, but in 
practice we compete against each 
other because it’s fun. We’ve always 
done things together.
Does the team have 
any nicknames for you?
When you’re a freshman, every-
body is given a nickname. The 
seniors my freshman year nick-
named me Otis, I don’t know why. 
It’s probably because when I intro-
duced myself to a swimmer the first 
night, and he asked me my name, 
and I said Thomas. And he said, 
‘Otis, what the hell?’ And I said, 
‘No, Thomas,’ He said, ‘OK, what-
ever Otis.’ 
What are some favorite
swimming memories?
When I was swimming for (Mick) 
Nelsons’ swimming, which was 
my club team, getting yelled at by 
Mick Nelson, if you did something 
wrong, he would throw a kickboard 
at you. Not throw it hard, but toss 
it so it would land next to you, and 
he would yell at you. He was pretty 
strict, but that’s how you learn.
Which race do you like 
to swim and why?
I like backstroke because I’m fast-
er at it I believe in the event, but 
freestyle, I like to see where I’m 
going. So I’d say I like freestyle. 
What are your plans after 
you are done swimming?
I have an extra semester next 
year, and I’m going to live down in 
Charleston for an extra year. After I 
graduate in December, I’m going to 
stay down here and learn how to fly 
in Mattoon. 
Once I get my private pilots 
license, then I’m going to while I’m 
learning how to fly. I’m going to 
apply somewhere around here or in 
Danville where I’m from for jobs as 
a police officer. 
My family has a history of police 
officers, so I want to keep the tradi-
tion on. 
And then after being a police offi-
cer for a few years, I want to apply 
to the Air National Guard to be a 
fighter pilot, I’ve always wanted to 
do that.
How do you balance 
schoolwork and your sport?
I wouldn’t say I’m the best stu-
dent, as a swimmer I have to do four 
study hours a week. It’s pretty tough. 
School is like a first job, and swim-
ming is like a second job. That’s all 
I really do, go to class, then to swim 
practice, then home to study and 
back here to Lantz to study and try 
to eat lunch and dinner in between. 
It’s pretty tough. 
What are your thoughts 
on  Matt Bos this year?
I think the cuts were necessary. 
Even though there were lots of kids 
that were willing to put in the time 
and work their butts off, yet they 
still wouldn’t have been fast enough 
to score in conference, or in the 
meets, they would have had to swim 
exhibition. 
I think it as a good thing I think 
Matt Bos has done a lot of good 
things. Ray, I think was ready to 
retire a couple years ago. 
He just stuck around trying to 
find the best coach that we needed. 
Ray found the good coach, what we 
needed here. He found it. 
Matt Bos knows exactly what that 
is. Ray is a good guy, a great coach. I 
enjoyed swimming for him. 
His hard training compared to 
Rays’, I think I would be a whole lot 
faster had he been here a few years 
ago. Everything happens for a rea-
son, and I think that (getting faster) 
is going to happen for my brother. 
 
How do you feel about 
the weather outside?
I love snow, since I was about 8 
or 9 years old. My dad used to have 
two trucks with plows on them, and 
when he would go plow, my brother 
and I would go shovel. 
Richard Morse can be reached at 581-
7944 or at rjmorse@eiu.edu.
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eastern senior swimmer thomas showers and the rest of the Panthers are nearing the end of the season and approaching the summit league meet. showers will graduate in december.
ALL ACCESS WITH THomAS SHoWErS
Senior cannot wait to see performances pay off 
learning to swim at 3 years old, thomas showers has always loved the pool. now, as a senior 
backstroke/freestyle swimmer for the eastern men’s swimming team, he gets to continue on 
a tradition in his life almost as old as swimming – sharing the pool with his brother cody. staff 
reporter richard morse had a chance to sit down with thomas to discuss his swimming career, 
memories with his brother and career aspirations.
Quick HiTS
Favorite breakfast cereal? 
oatmeal squares.
Favorite sports team?
(chicago) Bears.
Favorite teammate?
my brother cody.
Favorite song?
“alone i Break” by Korn.
Favorite tv Show?
“nip/tuck.”
Favorite color?
white.
Favorite cartoon characters?
tom and Jerry.
Favorite superhero?
spiderman.
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NATIONAL SPORTS 
TENNIS 
Australian Open I 
2 p.m. and 8:30p.m. on ESPN2 
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Michigan at Ohio State I 
5:30p.m. on Big Ten 
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
No. 1 Dukeat 
No. 4 Wake Forest I 
6 p.m. on ESPN 
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Kansas at Nebraska I 
6 p.m. on ESPN2 
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Indiana at Northwestern I 
7:30p.m. on Big Ten 
SCOREBOARD 
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Eastern Kentucky 73, Austin Peay 70 (OT)" 
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Austin Peay 67, Eastern Kentucky 51" 
Houston Baptist 63, Tennessee Martin 52 A 
*OhioValleyCo ferencegame 
AQVCte m 
MORE ONLINE 
STAFF BLOGS 
ABOUT 
EASTERN ~~~ ATHLETICS 
·Daily blogs featured: 
www.dennews.com 
DAN CUSACK 
Good 
choices for 
department 
The two main stories in East-
ern sports this week were not the 
men's and women's basketball 
teams, but turnover within the 
athletic department. 
On Thursday the athlet-
ic department announced that 
women's head soccer coach Tim 
Nowak would be leaving the pro-
gram to take a job at a prominent 
school in a highly ranked confer-
ence. 
Nowak is leaving Eastern to 
take an assistant coach job at 
Arkansas following former More-
head State head coach Erin Aubry 
who was named head coach for 
the Razorbacks on Jan. 12. 
On Friday, Eastern announced 
that Alan Segal would be tak-
ing over the as the head coach 
of the women's volleyball team, 
as former coach Lori Bennett 
announced she would resign 
from the position on Dec. 6. 
Segal's resume as a coach is 
uber-impressive and it looks, on 
paper at least, that athletic direc-
tor Barbara Burke found the per-
son that could turn the program 
around. 
» SEE CUSACK, PAGE 9 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Thursday at Illinois State I 
Noon - Bloomington 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD I NOTEBOOK 
Team sweeps league awards 
By WALLY SWENSON 
Staff Reporter 
The Eastern men's and women's 
track and field teams put on quite 
an impressive performance on Satur-
day at the EIU Mega Meet at Lantz 
Field. 
So much that the Ohio Valley 
Conference recognized four Panthers 
with awards on Monday. 
The Panthers were the only league 
athletes to earn awards this week. 
Red-shirt freshman Zye Boey was 
named the male track athlete of the 
week, junior Chandra Golden was 
named the female track athlete of 
the week, sophomore pole vaulter 
Joe Noonan was named the field ath-
lete of the week and junior Kandace 
Arnold was named the female field 
athlete of the week. 
Ake rs pleased with results 
Head coach Tom Akers said the 
team looked very solid on Saturday 
afternoon at Lantz Fieldhouse. 
Akers said he was very proud of 
his team's effort. 
'1t has been a long time since we 
competed," Akers said. "Our train-
ing schedule lately has made it so 
that their legs are not as fresh as they 
could be." ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Senior sprinter Samantha Manto competes in the 400-meter dash during Saturday afternoon's Mega Meet in 
Panthe rs pe rform we ll 
There were many top performanc-
es by Eastern at the Mega Meet. 
Golden won the 60-meter hurdles 
in 8.76 seconds. She also won the 
60-meter dash in 7 .75 seconds. 
Boey won the 200-meter race in 
21.7 4 seconds, while also finishing 
second in the 60-meter dash in 6.75 
seconds. 
Junior Jason Springer won the 
mile race at 4 minutes, 22.63 sec-
onds. 
'1 was very pleased with the race 
and the meet in general because I just 
came off an ankle injury, and I per-
formed better than I expected myself 
too," Springer said. "As a team, we 
definitely had some individuals stick 
out and overall, we all did a superb 
job." 
Sophomore Marcus Williams fin-
ished second in the 400-meter dash 
in 50.17 seconds. 
"We are definitely a few weeks 
away from being completely sharp 
in our sprints," Akers said. "But that 
will come with practice and more 
experience." 
Noonan won the pole vault with 
a mark of 15 feet, 7 inches. On the 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL I NOTEBOOK 
Canale affects 
game in other ways 
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Until her 14-point effort in Satur-
day's 55-49 victory against Tennessee 
Martin, Eastern women's basketball 
senior guard Ellen Canale had gone 
five straight games without scoring 
in double figures. 
However, to say that Canale was 
in a slump would not be correct, 
according the Eastern head coach 
Brady Sallee. 
"The thing with (Canale) is she 
can impact a game in a multitude of 
ways," he said. "Clearly, she can put 
the ball in the basket, but for her, 
she understands that she helps us be 
successfi.tl by defending the way she 
does." 
Throughout the majority of the 
season Canale has been assigned to 
guard the opponent's top scoring 
guard. During the team's 70-52 vic-
tory against Morehead State on Jan. 
17, Canale guarded Eagles' sopho-
more guard Chynna Bozeman, who 
entered the game averaging a team-
high 15.1 points per game. 
While Bozeman finished the 
game right around her average with 
15 points, she shot only 31 percent 
(6-of-19 from the field, including 3-
of- 11 from beyond the arc), below 
her season average of nearly 36 per-
cent. And many of Bozeman's 15 
points came with the game clinched 
and Canale resting on the bench. 
While Canale is still second on the 
team with 10.3 points per game, she 
has raised her game in many oth-
er aspects. Her defense has always 
been a factor, but she's averaging 5.8 
rebounds per game this season, up 
two from her career average entering 
the season. 
» SEE GAME, PAGE 9 
women's side, Arnold extended her 
school record in the weight throw to 
59 feet, 9.75 icnhes. 
Freshmen stand out 
Freshman Tyler Carter, a sprinter/ 
hurdler, said he thought the team did 
well overall. 
"There were quite a few individu-
als who stepped up," Carter said. "I 
think they have a good chance for the 
indoor record. We had a pretty sol-
id outing from the sprinters and hur-
dlers. As a team, we still have quite a 
bit of work to do overall before con-
ference." 
Red-shirt freshman Caitlin Napo-
leoni finished third in the 3,000-
meter race. 
"As a team we performed pretty 
well," Napoleoni said. "I'm just anx-
ious to play larger schools so that we 
can rise to test and show how well 
Eastern can run." 
Eastern will host the Illinois Inter-
collegiate Meet this Saturday at Lantz 
Fieldhouse. 
Wally Swenson can be reached at 581-
7944 or at wfswenson@eiu.edu. 
ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Eastern senior forward Lindsey Kluempers looks for an open teammate 
against Morehead State on Jan. 17 in Lantz Arena. The Panthers will play 
Tennessee Tech at 5:30p.m. on Thursday in Lantz Arena. 
EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Thursday vs Tennessee Tech I 
5:30 p.m. - Lantz Arena 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Thursday vs Tennessee Tech I 
8 p.m. - Lantz Arena 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Saturday vs Jacksonville State I 
3 p.m. - Lantz Arena 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Saturday vs Jacksonville State I 
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena 
